Anticoagulation therapy in Italy
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Abstract: Thromboembolic disorders are a leading cause of morbidity and mortality, affecting millions of people worldwide. A prompt instrumental and laboratory diagnosis of clinical events associated with thrombotic pathology, together with the clinical and laboratory surveillance of antithrombotic therapies are essential mechanisms for the correct management of patients with thrombosis impacting positively on their quality of life. In this review, the author will summarize the current organization of anticoagulant therapy in Italy, a country where thrombosis represents a significant health problem of great social relevance.
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Introduction

Venous and arterial thromboses are the leading cause of death and disability in high-income countries, and their incidence is also dramatically increasing in middle- and low-income countries (1). The burden of thromboembolic diseases imposes primary prevention as the most important community goal, through lifestyle interventions on a number of modifiable risk factors such as smoking, hypertension, abdominal obesity, physical inactivity and inadequate dietary habits. Despite the positive outcome associated with these measures, many people still develop clinical manifestations of thromboembolism, so that a pharmacological approach to secondary prevention and treatment is necessary to reduce morbidity and mortality. Since blood hypercoagulability plays a pivotal role in thrombogenesis, it is reasonable that anticoagulant agents should be regarded as an essential therapeutic tool in the management of these patients (2-7).

Heparins [unfractionated heparin (UFH) initially, and low-molecular weight heparins (LMWHs) later] and vitamin K antagonists (VKAs, warfarin, phenprocoumon, acenocoumarol) have been used for decades for treatment and prevention of thromboembolism (8). Over the past 15 years, however, the interest in anticoagulants has grown dramatically, as shown by the increasing number of drugs introduced in both preclinical and clinical development as well as by the vast array of anticoagulants currently licensed (see Table 1). In particular, investigators focused their research on the direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs), which selectively target specific steps of the coagulation cascade (9-14). The currently licensed DOACs include dabigatran, which selectively inhibits thrombin, and apixaban, edoxaban and rivaroxaban which selectively inhibit activated factor X (9,14). A large quantity of clinical experimental studies and real-world data have documented the clinical benefit and the high safety profile of DOACs in the thromboembolic setting (4). The main purpose of the current article is to summarize the contemporary organization of anticoagulation therapy in Italy, and to discuss both positive aspects and potential criticisms.

VKA anticoagulation therapy in Italy

Like other western countries, thrombotic disease in Italy affects millions of people, being thus a significant health problem of great social relevance. An efficient instrumental and laboratory diagnosis of thrombotic clinical events, together with the clinical and laboratory surveillance of antithrombotic therapies is therefore a necessary requirement for our country. In Italy, anticoagulation treatment is practiced by physicians, mostly specialists in...
hematology, laboratory or internal medicine, operating in public or accredited hospital centers belonging in the majority of cases to Laboratory, Transfusion, Internal Medicine or Hematology Divisions. Starting from the previously mentioned considerations, some thrombosis centers decided to set up the Italian Federation of Centers for Diagnosis of Thrombosis and Surveillance of Antithrombotic Therapies (FCSA) around 40 years ago. There are 267 centers currently affiliated to FCSA (data updated to December 2018) and these are present in all Italian regions with the exception of Val D’Aosta region (see Figure 1). In most cases, these structures are configured as treatment centers for anticoagulant therapies, including prevention, diagnosis and treatment of thrombosis diseases and the management of treatment-related hemorrhagic complications. The specialized clinicians working in Italian FCSA centers collaborate closely with a number health professionals, including nurses, biologists, laboratory technicians, for a global number of over 2,000 operators, who follow approximately 300,000 patients treated with VKAs.

FCSA (website: www.fcsa.it) was founded in 1989 to assist patients with antithrombotic therapy and respond to their health needs. With this aim, since its foundation, FCSA promotes educational and cultural activities, organizes training courses for doctors, biologists, technicians, and nurses, and produces manuals for easy consultation for operators. In addition, for many years FCSA has activated a process of professional accreditation to improve skills and expertise of health professionals operating at the specialized centers. FCSA is also active in the field of clinical and laboratory research in order to promote the improvement of knowledge mainly in the management of patients in anticoagulant therapy and, at the same time, the professional growth of all health operators. This scientific activity has led to the realization of a number of studies published in international scientific journals of high impact in the last years (15-20).

FCSA collaborates with local authorities (municipals and Regions), as well as national (National Institute of Health, State-Regions Conference, Ministry of Health) and regulatory (Italian Drug Agency, AIFA) authorities, to optimize diagnostic-therapeutic pathways in patients receiving antithrombotic therapies and to increase epidemiological, pharmacologic and pharmacoeconomic knowledge.

FCSA has been in these years the guide for affiliated thrombosis centers promoting the following activities:

- Support the centers from a scientific and organizational point of view;
- Make physicians and care givers aware of the health and social importance of an effective surveillance of antithrombotic therapy;
- Create guidelines and recommendations on the topic of antithrombotic therapy;
- Promote the standardization of laboratory methods and the comparability of the results produced in different centers through the implementation of

---

**Table 1** Currently available anticoagulant agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parenteral</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heparins (UFH, LMWH)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondaparinux</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombin inhibitors (bivalirudin, lepirudin, argatroban)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VKAs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombin inhibitors (dabigatran)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor Xa inhibitors (rivaroxaban, apixaban, edoxaban)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UFH, unfractionated heparin; LMWH, low molecular weight heparin; VKAs, vitamin K antagonists.
specific external quality assessment programs;
- Contribute to the continuous updating of the staff of the centers;
- Promote conferences and workshops on topics of interest;
- Promote and perform multicenter clinical studies to implement our knowledge on critical issues.

In addition, FCSA collaborates closely with the Italian Federation of Anticoagulated Patients (FEDER-AIPA), a voluntary association founded in 1995 and which currently includes 60 sections in the various Italian regions. The mission of FEDER-AIPA is to improve the quality of life of Italian anticoagulated patients through collaboration with professionals of thrombosis centers and scientific associations, mainly FCSA, and a continuous dialogue with the representatives of the administrative and health structures to promote the patients’ needs.

The main objective of FCSA for the next few years is to implement the activity of the affiliated thrombosis centers, transforming them from structures mainly dedicated to the surveillance of anticoagulant therapy to centers that care globally for the patients with thrombosis, from diagnosis to the instrumental and laboratory diagnosis to the antithrombotic treatment and follow-up.

**DOAC anticoagulation therapy in Italy**

In the last 5 years, like other western countries, in Italy there has been an exponential increase in the prescription of DOACs and it has been estimated that more than 100,000 Italian patients are currently taking these new oral drugs. DOACs are distributed free in Italy through the online compilation of a therapeutic plan regulated by AIFA (https://servizionline.aifa.gov.it/). Only specialists in hematology, pulmonology, cardiology, neurology, vascular surgery can be qualified to compile these therapeutic plans. This online service acts also as a register for patients under VKAs and for monitory drugs-related adverse events with all anticoagulants.

According to the European Heart Rhythm Association (EHRA) guidelines (21), patients taking DOACs are to be laboratory and clinically monitored every 3–6 months. In Italy, this follow-up is usually performed at FCSA thrombosis centers. FCSA collaborates also with these centers for the management of such patients. In addition, this association promotes training courses for health professionals of thrombosis centers and clinical research to improve our knowledge on the post-marketing assessment of safety and efficacy of these recently commercialized anticoagulant agents.

As a supplement to this process, FEDER-AIPA gives its support to centers and patients, being aware that also individuals receiving DOACs need support from professionals and volunteers to better understand their underlying pathologic condition and all benefits and possible risks of the new oral drugs that they are taking.

An open issue remains the monitoring of DOAC activity in emergency conditions, such as bleeding, trauma, urgent surgery and renal failure (22-26). Although in these critical situations it is usually recommended that DOAC measurement be undertaken (12), not all Italian hospitals are equipped for this eventuality. FCSA, in collaboration with the Italian Society of Clinical Biochemistry and Clinical Molecular Biology (SIBioC), is working with Italian regulatory agencies to allow such activity at least in those hospitals where a thrombosis center exists, also considering the increasing number of patients anticoagulated with DOACs.

**Discussion**

The current organization of anticoagulation therapy in Italy involves a number of professionals operating at the FCSA thrombosis centers with the aim of following closely those patients taking VKAs or DOACs. This organizational model has been developed during the past years, implementing an increasing number of centers all over Italy in order to reach a global network for the clinical assistance of all Italian anticoagulated patients.

The progress of the standard of care for such patients over the last 20 years has resulted in better patient management, with an improvement of health-related quality of life and patients’ clinical outcomes. For instance, the mean Time in Therapeutic Range (TTR) of VKA-treated patients followed by FCSA thrombosis centers in Italy in 2018 was nearly 70% (unpublished data, presented orally at the last FCSA congress held in Bologna, Italy, 05–07 October 2018), significantly higher than that reported in other countries with different models of patients’ management or even in the clinical trials that evaluated DOACs (27,28). The evidence of the high quality of care reached by FCSA thrombosis centers emerged also from a recent study conducted in Italy by Palareti and colleagues (29). In this prospective multicenter trial on VKA-treated patients, the authors compared the currently observed clinical results with those recorded 20 years before
from the FCSA-START-Register (30). A marked reduction of thrombotic complications and a lower mortality rate was observed in the more recent cohort of patients (29), documenting that important changes in the management of anticoagulated patients have occurred during the period between the two studies.

Unfortunately, there is no rose without thorns. The other side of this model of care is the higher economic impact for health organizations and the increased burden for physicians operating at the FCSA thrombosis centers, in a socioeconomic period characterized by ever lower economic resources and a severe shortage of health personnel. Thus, the maintenance of such a model represents a major challenge for our country.

With this background, in order to meet the needs of an increasing number of orally anticoagulated patients, FCSA has recently developed a collaboration with the Italian Society of General Medicine (SIMG). The resulting consensus document, available online: http://www.fcsa.it/Content/DocumentiChiSiamo/DOCUMENTO%20FINALE%20CONSENSUS%20SIMG%20FCSA%20febbraio%202018.pdf, includes the management of anticoagulated patients by general practitioners (who are responsible for the health status of patients), following an adequate training and in close link with specialists of thrombosis center, particularly during the follow-up period.

Conclusions
Anticoagulation therapy in Italy has evolved in the last two decades, greatly improving the way in which patients with thrombosis are managed. The socioeconomic burden of such an organizational model is, however, high and requires continuous resources directed towards the implementation of the staff of thrombosis centers to respond to the growing demand arising from the increasing number of patients now undergoing anticoagulation therapy. This increase in anticoagulation results both from the increasingly aging of the population, with a well-known association of increased thrombotic risk according to age, as well as the perceptions around increasing safety of DOACs driving an increase in anticoagulation of patients less suited to VKA therapy. The progressive involvement of adequately trained general practitioners working in close collaboration with FCSA centers could represent a solution to resolve this critical issue, overcoming the current imbalance between patients requiring anticoagulation treatment and the availability and experience of their caregivers.
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